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Abstract

Vector (shape-based) images are a useful image representation that may be more efficient than traditional raster (pixel-
besed) formats. Our project aims to develop an image vectorization method (a tool to convert from raster to vector format)
specialized towards geometric images, combining the benefits of edge tracing and sampling methods.

Proposed Methods

A raster image is first sampled using blue noise sampling (BNS) [4], which generates a point cloud with variable density.
This point cloud is simplified using the quadric error metric (QEM) [2]. We also run the image through multiple color scans
using the Potrace edge tracing algorithm [3]. We improve edges in the mesh using the Potrace paths and edge detection
methods, and then triangulate the point cloud. We evaluate the accuracy of the generated image using MSE, file size, and
content loss [1].

Conclusions

We have implemented a basic framework for vectorizing raster images, primarily based on blue-noise sampling [4] and
Potrace [3]. Our proposed framework involves performing blue-noise sampling on an image, merging sampled points with
the Potrace output, triangulation, and exporting to an SVG file. While this method currently does not generate a highly
efficient representation, it performs better than BNS and Potrace on some metrics, particularly accuracy. Our method is
able to both handle gradient patches better than Potrace, and represent edges better than blue-noise sampling. There is
much future work remaining to further tune this model for efficiency.
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Results
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